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Abstract-Recently, Lee, Hwang, and Yang proposed
a verifier-free remote user authentication scheme
using smart cards. Their scheme is efficient because
of mainly using cryptographic hash functions.
However, we find that Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme is
not reparable once the user’s permanent secret is
compromised and is vulnerable to a privileged
insider’s attack. Furthermore, it lacks the user eviction
mechanism. In this paper, we first review
Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme, and then show its
weaknesses.
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1. Introduction
Password authentication is regarded as one of the

simplest and most convenient user authentication
mechanisms. A common feature of most conventional
password authentication schemes is that a password
verification table, which contains the verifiers of
users’ passwords, should be securely stored and 
maintained in the server. However, if the password
verification table is stolen by the adversary, the
system will be partially or totally breached. In 1990,
Hwang, Chen, and Laih [8] proposed a
non-interactive password authentication scheme and
its enhanced version, which additionally uses smart
cards. Their schemes are novel because the server
neither requires storing verifiers nor keeping secrets
of users. However, their original scheme and its
enhanced version are flawed. Since then, many
verifier-free password authentication schemes using
smart cards have been proposed, and each has its pros
and cons. In 1999, Yang and Shieh [22] proposed two
verifier-free password authentication schemes using
smart cards, one uses timestamps and the other uses
nonces. However, their nonce-based scheme is

inefficient while their timestamp-based scheme was
found to be vulnerable to several forgery attacks [3],
[7], [20]. Later, Fan, Li, and Zhu [7] proposed an
improved version of Yang-Shieh’s timestamp-based
scheme. Unfortunately, Fan-Li-Zhu’s scheme was 
found to be vulnerable to two forgery attacks [5], [21].
In 2000, Hwang and Li [10] proposed a verifier-free
password authentication scheme using smart cards
based on ElGamal’s public-key technique. However,
Hwang-Li’s scheme does not allow users freely 
choosing and changing passwords. Furthermore,
Hwang-Li’s scheme was found to be vulnerable to 
various impersonation attacks [2], [4], [18], [23]. To
overcome the security problems of Hwang-Li’s 
scheme, Shen, Lin, and Hwang [18] proposed a
modified scheme. However, the user’s password is a 
pseudo-random number, and therefore is not easily
memorable. Additionally, Shen-Lin-Hwang’s scheme
was found to be vulnerable to a forgery attack [16]. In
2003, Awasthi and Lal [1] proposed a verifier-free
password authentication scheme using smart cards,
and claimed that their scheme can achieve forward
secrecy. In Awasthi-Lal’s scheme, users can not freely
choose and change passwords. In addition,
Awasthi-Lal’s scheme was found to be potentially 
vulnerable to a forgery attack [14].

All the schemes mentioned above require modular
exponentiation operations and/or other heavy
computations. To avoid using high-complexity
operations such as modular exponentiation, Sun [19]
proposed an efficient verifier-free password authen-
tication scheme using smart cards based on crypto-
graphic hash functions. The major drawbacks of Sun’s 
scheme are that the password is not easily memorable
and users can not freely choose and change passwords.
Later, Chien, Jan, and Tseng [6] proposed a
hash-based verifier-free password authentication
scheme using smart cards to improve Sun’s scheme. 
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However, Ku and Chen [13] pointed out that
Chien-Jan-Tseng’s scheme is vulnerable to a reflec-
tion attack and a privileged insider’s attack, and is not
reparable [9] once the user’s permanent secret is 
compromised, and then described an improved
version with better security. Independently, Lee,
Hwang, and Yang [15] also proposed a hash-based
verifier-free password authentication scheme using
smart cards to improve Hwang-Li’s scheme and Sun’s 
scheme in that users can freely choose and change
passwords. Unfortunately, we find that
Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme is not reparable and is 
vulnerable to a privileged insider’s attack. Further-
more, it does not provide user eviction service. In this
paper, we will describe the weaknesses of
Lee-Hwang-Yang’sscheme.

2. Review of Lee-Hwang-Yang’s Scheme
For the reader’s convenience, we first briefly 

describe Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme before demon-
strating its weaknesses. The notations used through-
out this paper are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations of Lee-Hwang-Yang’s 
scheme

notation description

U the user

S the server

ID U’s identity

PW U’s password

x S’s permanent secret

⊕ bitwise XOR operation

h( ) a public cryptographic hash function

T current timestamp

Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme involves four phases, 
the registration phase, the login phase, the authenti-
cation phase, and the password change phase, which
can be described as in the following subsections.

2.1. Registration Phase

The registration phase is invoked once when U
registers to S.

Step R1. U chooses his password PW and com-
putes h(PW), where h( ) is a public
cryptographic hash function.

Step R2. U submits ID and h(PW) to S for regis-
tration through a secure channel.

Step R3. S computes PW1 = h(ID ⊕ x) ⊕ h(PW).

Step R4. S delivers a smart card containing PW1
and h( ) to U through a secure channel.

2.2. Login Phase

This phase is invoked whenever U requests to
login S.

Step L1. U inserts his smart card into a login
device and then enters ID and PW.

Step L2. U’s smart card computes h(PW) and
PW2 = PW1 ⊕ h(PW), which yields
h(ID ⊕ x), and then computes:

C1 = h(PW2 ⊕ T)

where T denotes U’s current timestamp.

Step L3. U sends {ID, C1, T} to S.

2.3. Authentication Phase

This phase is invoked whenever S receives U’s 
login request. Let T' denote the timestamp S receives
U’s login request. 

Step A1. If ID is invalid, S rejects U’s login re-
quest.

Step A2. If T'−T ΔT, where ΔT denotes the
maximal legal time interval for trans-
mission delay, S rejects U’s login re-
quest.

Step A3. S computes h(h(ID ⊕ x) ⊕ T). If the
computed result equals the received C1,
S accepts U’s login request.Otherwise,
S rejects U’s login request.

2.4. Password Change Phase

This phase is invoked whenever U requests to
change his password PW with a new one PW*.

Step P1. U inserts his smart card into a login
device, and then enters ID, PW, and
PW*.

Step P2. U’s smart card first computes h(PW)
and h(PW*), and then computes PW2 =
PW1 ⊕ h(PW), which yields h(ID ⊕ x).
Next, U’s smart card computes the
following item:

PW1
* = PW2 ⊕ h(PW*)

Step P3. U’s smart card replaces PW1 with PW1
*.

3. Weaknesses of Lee-Hwang-Yang’s 
Scheme

In this section, we will show that
Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme is not reparable and is
vulnerable to a privileged insider’s attack. Further-
more, it lacks the user eviction mechanism.
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3.1. Poor Reparability

Although the tamper resistance of smart cards is
widely assumed, however, such an assumption may be
problematic in practice. Actually, many researches
have showed that the secrets stored in a smart card can
be breached by monitoring the power consumption,
e.g., [11], or analyzing the leaked information, e.g.,
[17]. Suppose that the adversary has obtained the PW1

stored in U’s smart card and also intercepted the 
message transmitted in Step L3, i.e., {ID, C1, T},
during one of U’s past login processes. Then, the
adversary can perform a guessing attack to obtain PW
as follows. The adversary guesses a candidate
password PWand computes

PW2= PW1 ⊕ h(PW) = h(ID⊕ x)

C1= h(PW2⊕ T)

If C1equals the intercepted C1, the adversary has
correctly guessed PW= PW, which also implies that
he has obtained PW2= PW2 (= h(ID⊕x)). Otherwise,
the adversary tries another candidate password. After
obtaining PW2, the adversary can use it to impersonate
U to login S. Unfortunately, such a fraud can not be
prohibited even if U has detected that his PW2 has
been compromised and then uses a new password PW*

to request for re-registration. As PW2 is uniquely
determined by U’s identityID and S’s permanent
secret key x, S can not change PW2 for U unless either
ID or x can be changed. However, since x is com-
monly used for all users rather than specifically used
for only U, it is unreasonable and inefficient if x
should be changed to recover the security for U only.
Furthermore, it is also impractical to change ID,
which should be tied to U uniquely in most applica-
tion systems. Hence, the adversary can still employ
the compromised PW2 to impersonate U to login S.
That is, Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme is not reparable
[9].

3.2.Privileged Insider’s Attack

In real environments, it is likely that the user uses
the same password to access several servers for his
convenience. In this case, if a privileged insider of the
server, e.g., the administrator, has learned the user’s 
password, he may try to impersonate the user to access
other servers [12]. In the registration phase of
Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme, the hashed value of U’s 
password PW, i.e., h(PW), will be revealed to S after
Step R2. The privileged insider of S can guess a
candidate password PWand compute h(PW). If the
computed result equals h(PW), the privileged insider
of S has correctly guessed PW= PW. Otherwise, the
privileged insider of S tries another candidate
password. Knowing PW, the privileged insider of S
can try to use it to impersonate U to access other
servers. Although it is also possible that all the
privileged insiders of S are not malicious and U does
not use the same password to access several servers,

the implementers and the users of the scheme should
be aware of such a potential weakness.

3.3. No Eviction Mechanism

When a user is evicted from the server, there
should be a mechanism that can be used to revoke all
the accessing rights assigned to him. In
Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme, if U is evicted from S, he
can still login S because S can not distinguish the
evictee from the users that are not evicted. If S has to
maintain a blacklist to record all the evictees, it
violates the original expectation for
Lee-Hwang-Yang’s schemethat the server does not
need to store any user related information except his
own secret key x for authenticating the user.

4. Conclusion
We have shown that a flexible remote user au-

thentication scheme proposed by Lee, Hwang, and
Yang is not reparable once the user’s permanent secret
is compromised and is vulnerable to a privileged
insider’s attack. It should be emphasized that the 
secrets of the system can not be guaranteed secure all
the time in real environments. Therefore, there should
be some mechanism that can effectively and effi-
ciently remove the breach resulted from the com-
promised secrets. Furthermore, we have pointed out
that Lee-Hwang-Yang’s scheme does not provide the 
user eviction service. Unfortunately, as we know,
none of existing verifier-free password authentication
schemes provides the user eviction service. It deserves
further research to solve this problem.
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